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Practical Activities to Help Your Child Succeed

Just hang your Recipes poster on
the refrigerator and sneak in an
activity when you have a few
minutes. These fun activities will
help develop school success and
positive behavior. Check off each
box as you complete the “recipe.”
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Family book club

Want to get your youngst
er excited about reading?
Start a book club with
your family.
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Refrigerator Poster

Instead of tossin
g out old or br
oken household objects, yo
u can use them
to
your child thin
k like an engine let
er.
Ingredients: ba
sket
(electronics, toys , broken items
), screwdriver, ho
usehold materia
Fill a basket w
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ith items for yo
ur youngster to
Be sure to mak
ex
e them safe by
removing old ba plore.
or unplugging
tteries
them.
You might help
your child use
a sc
to take apart a
toy vacuum clea rewdriver
ner or a radio
to see what’s in
side. He could
try to reassemble it and figur
e out how it w
orked. Or he
might attempt
to repair somet
hing. For instan
handle of a buck
ce, he can repl
et with rope or
ace the broken
plug a hole in
a torn beach ba
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Time capsule

es change by creating
Show your youngster how tim
a time capsule.
shoebox or simiIngredients: “time capsule” (a
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at is popular
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the date on the outside.
it by taping it closed, and write
to be opened one
Store the capsule in a safe place—
year from today!
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SUBTRACTION

Marble mania
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SCIENCE
How quickly can your youngster’s brain signal her muscles
to react? She’ll find out with
this experiment. Dangle a
ruler above her outstretched
hand. Let go, and have her
catch it between her thumb
and forefinger. Which number did she grab? Repeat a few
times. How does her reaction time
change?
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Congratulations!
We finished

activities together on this poster.

Signed (parent or adult family member)

Signed (child)

Chaorrancetrer
C
■ LEADERSHIP
Put your child in charge of a
family meeting. Tasks like writing an agenda and moderating
the discussion can build leadership skills.
Point out that good leaders seek input from
others. She might ask family members for
agenda suggestions, for example.
■ FAIRNESS
Choose a favorite game. But
instead of playing the usual
way, let your youngster pick a rule to ignore,
perhaps taking turns. Play the game without
that rule. Then, talk about how rules make
the game fair for everyone—and more fun!
■ CONTROLLING ANGER
This simple trick can help head off angry
feelings. Together, think of a special word,
such as “kangaroo.” When someone starts
to get angry, say the word aloud. It will be
a signal for him to take a deep
breath and calm down.
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